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Николай Хмеленок 
 
 
 
 

Тренажёр по чтению 
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Тренажёр по чтению

 

Oo, Ii, Dd, Gg, 
dog, cat, act, dig, cod, 

 

Nn, Ss, Rr, Ee
in, on, ten, end, 
egg, kid, nest, send, stand, 
get, got, rest, red, 
rag 

a cat and a dog
a cock and a kitten
a desk and an egg
tennis and Internet
a nest and an egg
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Тренажёр по чтению
 

Часть 1 

Exercise 1 

, Cc, Aa, Tt 
dig, cod, dad, gig, tag, gid, did, 

 

Exercise 2 

, Ee, Kk 
end, not, net, can, tennis, 

send, stand, Internet, tent, sit, sat, 
get, got, rest, red, kiss, desk, kitten, cock

and a dog 
a cock and a kitten 
a desk and an egg 
tennis and Internet 
a nest and an egg 

an ant and a desk
Internet in Donbas
Internet in
tennis in Odessa
kids and 

 

Тренажёр по чтению 

gid, did, god 

tennis, inter, test, 
Internet, tent, sit, sat, 

kiss, desk, kitten, cock, sand, 

an ant and a desk 
Internet in Donbas 

in Saransk 
tennis in Odessa 

 Internet 



 

 
 

Bb 
Bob, Ben, best, big, 

a desk and a bag
a bed and 
a big dog 
a bad dog 
a big cock

 

Ff, Ll, Hh 
doll, flag, frog, black, hot, 
if, of, ill, lip, glad, 
hotdog, rabbit, bell, 
hand, silk 

a big frog
a big hat
a big doll
a big rabbit
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Exercise 3 

Bob, Ben, best, big, dog, desk, bed, bag
a desk and a bag 
a bed and a dog 

 
 

cock 

a big cat
a bad cat
a big egg
a bad egg
a red bag

  

Exercise 4 

doll, flag, frog, black, hot, red, flat, hit, bit, let, 
glad, hem, hill, felt, tell, 
bell, till, dress, hat, hen

a big frog 
a big hat 
a big doll 
a big rabbit 

a bad dress
a bad hen
a bad desk
a bad hotdog

 

dog, desk, bed, bag, bad 
a big cat 
a bad cat 
a big egg 
a bad egg 
a red bag 

 

hit, bit, let, fat, 
tell, left, belt, 

dress, hat, hen, leg, frost, 

a bad dress 
a bad hen 

bad desk 
a bad hotdog 



 

Uu, ck 
duck, gun, but, cut, bus, dust, hunt
cock, clock, sock, neck, duck, 
kick, stick, brick, trick

a big clock
a bad clock
a black clock
a big duck
a black duck

 

Mm, Pp 

 milk, film, him, hop, 
spend, mat, tram, 
pond, lamp, spot, 
cup, duck, drum, 
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Exercise 5 

duck, gun, but, cut, bus, dust, hunt;  
clock, sock, neck, duck, back, pick, black, 

stick, brick, trick 
a big clock 
a bad clock 
a black clock 
a big duck 
a black duck 

a bad duck
a black cock
a red sock
a big bus
a bad nut

Exercise 6 

him, hop, pen, pink, pig, 
tram, spell, mum, gun, but, 
spot, cut, plan, stamp, top, 

duck, drum, fun, club, nut, 

 

back, pick, black, 

a bad duck 
cock 

a red sock 
a big bus 
a bad nut 

 

pen, pink, pig, pot, man, 
but, pin, cap, 
top, trip, bus, 

club, nut, camp, dust, 



 

number, must, 
umbrella; 

 Stand up! A gun and 
 a dog and a pig, a pink pig, a red bus, a black 

cap, a big pond
cup; 

 red and pink, black and red

 

Xx 
six, box, fox, a 
next, tax, taxi, xerox

 

Jj 
Jack, jam, jump, job, jag
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must, plum, run, plus, 

Stand up! A gun and a cup, a bus and 
a dog and a pig, a pink pig, a red bus, a black 

pond, a big nut, a bad 

, black and red 

Exercise 7 

a dog and a fox, Rex, 
, xerox  

 

Exercise 8 

jam, jump, job, jag, jug 

plus, sun, hunt, 

cup, a bus and a dog; 
a dog and a pig, a pink pig, a red bus, a black 

 lamp, a red 

 

Rex, Max, flax, 



 

Vv, Zz 
seven, vest, vet, vent, vamp, vam, vac, 
zest, zigzag  

 

Yy 

 yellow, yes, grey
pay, play, hey;

 family, puppy,
funny, candy, happy

 my, fly, by, sky, try, cry, my cat;
a happy boy
a sad boy 
a fat cat 

 

 

oo 
look, book, balloon, foot, 
broom, zoo, copybook

a good dog 
a bad cat 
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Exercise 9 

vest, vet, vent, vamp, vam, vac, 

Exercise 10 

grey, day, play, toy, boy
; 

, puppy, copy, lorry, very, Teddy, 
funny, candy, happy; 

, fly, by, sky, try, cry, my cat; 
boy 
 

a funny 
a happy 
a big lorry

 

Exercise 11 

balloon, foot, room, hook, took, good, 
, copybook  

a good dog — a bad dog 
a bad cat — a good cat 

vest, vet, vent, vamp, vam, vac, zed, zipp, 

boy, gay, may, 

lorry, very, Teddy, berry, 

unny man 
 family 

lorry 

  

hook, took, good, 



 

a good umbrella 
a bad doll 
a good clock 
a bad dress 
a good hat 
a bad lamp 
a bad bag 
a good desk 
a bad pen 
a good cat and a good kitten
a good dress and a good hat
a bad dog and a bad cat
a bad duck and a bad rabbit
a good dress and a good umbrella

 

Sh, sh 
fish, ship, brush, 

a big fish
a big shelf
a big shop
a bad finish
a bad ship
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a good umbrella — a bad umbrella
bad doll — a good doll 

a good clock — a bad clock 
a bad dress — a good dress 
a good hat — a bad hat 
a bad lamp — a good lamp 
a bad bag — a good bag 
a good desk — a bad desk 
a bad pen — a good pen 
a good cat and a good kitten 
a good dress and a good hat 

bad dog and a bad cat 
a bad duck and a bad rabbit 
a good dress and a good umbrella

 

Exercise 12 

fish, ship, brush, dish, shelf, shop, fresh, finish
a big fish 
a big shelf 
a big shop 
a bad finish 
a bad ship 

fresh milk
my fish can swim
my kitten can sing
my frog can jump
my doll can run

a bad umbrella 

a good dress and a good umbrella 

 

fresh, finish 
fresh milk  
my fish can swim 
my kitten can sing 
my frog can jump 
my doll can run 



 

  

 

Ww 
wish, wet, well, 
swim, wood 

my dog can jump
my cat can run

 

Ch, ch 

 children, chick,
chin, much, rich

 shop, chick, fish, children, shelf, chess, brush, 
bench, ship, lunch

 shelf, fish, ship, shop, 
brush, Shreck; 

 a big apple, a red cherry, 
a good shelf, a 
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Exercise 13 

wish, wet, well, west, window, twig

my dog can jump 
can run 

my ship can swim
my cock can sing

 

Exercise 14 

children, chick, bench, cherry, chess, lunch
chin, much, rich;  
shop, chick, fish, children, shelf, chess, brush, 
bench, ship, lunch; 
shelf, fish, ship, shop, fresh, finish, mushrooms, 
brush, Shreck;  
a big apple, a red cherry, a big bench, 

a big shop;  

 

, twig, twenty, 

my ship can swim 
my cock can sing 

chess, lunch, 

shop, chick, fish, children, shelf, chess, brush, 

, finish, mushrooms, 

big bench, a big fish, 



 

 fresh milk, fresh fish, fresh nuts, fresh apples 

 

ee 
green, tree, sheep
speed, week, need, sweet, bee
deep, steel, sweep

a green tree
black coffee

 

ea 
meat, speak, seat, d
clean, tea, mean, 
please 

green tea
a good teacher
black tea
Speak English!
Stand up, please!
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fresh milk, fresh fish, fresh nuts, fresh apples 

Exercise 15 

sheep, coffee, street, see, meet, sleep, 
week, need, sweet, bee, sweets, feet, greet, 

sweep 
a green tree 
black coffee 

a green street
a black sheep

Exercise 16 

seat, dream, eat, team, teacher,
mean, leaf, meal, weak, 

green tea 
a good teacher 
black tea 
Speak English! 
Stand up, please!  

fresh milk, fresh fish, fresh nuts, fresh apples  

 

see, meet, sleep, 
sweets, feet, greet, 

a green street 
a black sheep 

 

team, teacher, read, 
weak, lead, deal, 



 

 

Th, th 

 this, that, then, them, with;
 This is my doll. This is my 

This is a dog, 
This is a rabbit, and that is a frog.
This is a cock, and that is a duck.
This is a fox, and that is a kitten.
This is a doll, and that is a box.
Is this a pig? 

 

Th, th 
thin, thick, three, think, thanks

three rabbits, a thick book
 

Aa 
cake, snake, name, Kate, table, lake,
late, skate, wake, tape, take
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Exercise 17 

this, that, then, them, with; 
This is my doll. This is my cat. This is my 

a dog, and that is a cat.
This is a rabbit, and that is a frog.
This is a cock, and that is a duck.
This is a fox, and that is a kitten.
This is a doll, and that is a box. 

is a pig? — Yes, it is. 

Exercise 18 

thin, thick, three, think, thanks, tooth, teeth, fifth
three rabbits, a thick book

Exercise 19 

cake, snake, name, Kate, table, lake,
skate, wake, tape, take, game, make

. This is my rabbit.  
a cat. 

This is a rabbit, and that is a frog. 
This is a cock, and that is a duck. 
This is a fox, and that is a kitten. 

 

, tooth, teeth, fifth; 
three rabbits, a thick book 

cake, snake, name, Kate, table, lake, plate, date, 
, game, make 



 

fat — gam
dad — tak
happy —

 cake, hat, map, take, animal, table, man, hand, 
skate, cat, wake, and

 man, Kate, hand, bag, name, cat, table, hat, plate, 
flat, game, can, skate, lamp, apple, cake, stamp, 
make, cap, gate, glad 

This is a plate, 
This is a table, and that is a 
Is this a cake? 
His name is Bob. And his name is Nick.

 

Ii 

 I, nine, five, bike, ride, like, kite, fine, side, time, 
life, hi, I am fine, smile, line, I like, driver

 nine, life, fine, like, bike, I, five, Mike, wide, tie, 
dive, time, pipe, lie, dine, mine, kite, bike, 
crocodile  

 date, time, table, hat, pig, nut, six, wind, smile, 
late, nine, cake
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game 
take 
— cake 

rabbit —
Ann — 
 

cake, hat, map, take, animal, table, man, hand, 
skate, cat, wake, and; 
man, Kate, hand, bag, name, cat, table, hat, plate, 
flat, game, can, skate, lamp, apple, cake, stamp, 
make, cap, gate, glad  

is a plate, and that is a cake.
This is a table, and that is a plate
Is this a cake? — Yes, it is. 

name is Bob. And his name is Nick.

  

Exercise 20 

I, nine, five, bike, ride, like, kite, fine, side, time, 
life, hi, I am fine, smile, line, I like, driver

, life, fine, like, bike, I, five, Mike, wide, tie, 
dive, time, pipe, lie, dine, mine, kite, bike, 

date, time, table, hat, pig, nut, six, wind, smile, 
late, nine, cake 

— make 
 Kate 

cake, hat, map, take, animal, table, man, hand, 

man, Kate, hand, bag, name, cat, table, hat, plate, 
flat, game, can, skate, lamp, apple, cake, stamp, 

is a cake. 
plate. 

name is Bob. And his name is Nick. 

 

I, nine, five, bike, ride, like, kite, fine, side, time, 
life, hi, I am fine, smile, line, I like, driver; 

, life, fine, like, bike, I, five, Mike, wide, tie, 
dive, time, pipe, lie, dine, mine, kite, bike, 

date, time, table, hat, pig, nut, six, wind, smile, 



 

sit — time
big — bik

 
Hi, Mike! —
Hi, Bill! — I am not Bill. I am Nick.
Hi, Helen! —
I have got a bike. And you? 

bike too. 
This is a black cock, and that is a green 

crocodile. 
I have got five little kittens.
Seven kittens, five dogs, six dolls, ten frogs, 

nine pigs, seven hats, five cocks, six windows, ten 
crocodiles, six clocks, nine bells, five  crocodiles, 
seven ducks, ten bikes 

His cake, his bike, his kitten, his plate

 

All, all 
all, ball, wall, tall, small, 
Sit down! — Thank you. 
A red ball, a black wall, 

a big doll 
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e 
bike 

milk — 
Tim — Mik

— I am not Mike. I am Tom.
I am not Bill. I am Nick.

— I am not Helen. I am Ann.
I have got a bike. And you? — I have got a 

This is a black cock, and that is a green 

have got five little kittens. 
Seven kittens, five dogs, six dolls, ten frogs, 

nine pigs, seven hats, five cocks, six windows, ten 
crocodiles, six clocks, nine bells, five  crocodiles, 
seven ducks, ten bikes  

is cake, his bike, his kitten, his plate

 

Exercise 21 

all, ball, wall, tall, small, hall, fall, not at all! 
Thank you. — Not at all. 
black wall, a tall man, a tall tree. 

a big doll — a small doll 

 like 
Mike  

I am not Mike. I am Tom. 
I am not Bill. I am Nick. 

I am not Helen. I am Ann. 
I have got a 

This is a black cock, and that is a green 

Seven kittens, five dogs, six dolls, ten frogs, 
nine pigs, seven hats, five cocks, six windows, ten 
crocodiles, six clocks, nine bells, five  crocodiles, 

is cake, his bike, his kitten, his plate 

 

not at all!  
Not at all.  

tall tree.  



 

a small dog 
a big clock 
a small pig 
a small room 
a small bed 
a big cup 
a small table 
a big hen 
a small bus 
a small nut 

This is tall lamp, and that is small lamp. 
This is tall bed, and that
This is big nut, and that is big plum. 
This is black ball, and that is red ball.
Vova has got a green ball. I have got a green ball, 
too. 
This is a big doll, and that is a small doll.
This is a big tree, and that is a ___ tree.
This is a tall lamp, and that is a ___ lamp. 
This is a tall bed, and that is a ___ bed.
This is a big nut, and that is a big plum.
This is a black ball, and that is a red ball. 
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a small dog — a big dog 
a big clock — a small clock 
a small pig — a big pig 
a small room — a big room 
a small bed — a big bed 
a big cup — a small cup 
a small table — a big table 
a big hen — a small hen 
a small bus — a big bus 
a small nut — a big nut 

This is tall lamp, and that is small lamp. 
This is tall bed, and that is small bed. 
This is big nut, and that is big plum.  
This is black ball, and that is red ball.
Vova has got a green ball. I have got a green ball, 

This is a big doll, and that is a small doll.
This is a big tree, and that is a ___ tree.

all lamp, and that is a ___ lamp. 
This is a tall bed, and that is a ___ bed.
This is a big nut, and that is a big plum.
This is a black ball, and that is a red ball. 

 

This is tall lamp, and that is small lamp.  
is small bed.  

 
This is black ball, and that is red ball. 
Vova has got a green ball. I have got a green ball, 

This is a big doll, and that is a small doll. 
This is a big tree, and that is a ___ tree. 

all lamp, and that is a ___ lamp.  
This is a tall bed, and that is a ___ bed. 
This is a big nut, and that is a big plum. 
This is a black ball, and that is a red ball.  



 

-or, -er 
mister, sister, letter, butter, tiger, doctor, morning, 
corner, sport, shorts, father, grandfather, clever, 
dinner, for, fork, form, 
number, river 

a little sister
a good doctor
a big tiger

 

-ar 
car, star, art, park,
mark, part, barn, 

This car is green. That car is red.
This park is big. That park is small.
This star 
This garden
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Exercise 22 

mister, sister, letter, butter, tiger, doctor, morning, 
corner, sport, shorts, father, grandfather, clever, 
dinner, for, fork, form, born, storm, horn, 

a little sister 
a good doctor 
a big tiger 

a black horse
number seven
Good morning!

Exercise 23 

car, star, art, park, arm, dark, far, farm, garden, 
barn, yard, work 

is green. That car is red.
This park is big. That park is small.

 is big. That star is small
garden is small. That garden is big.

mister, sister, letter, butter, tiger, doctor, morning, 
corner, sport, shorts, father, grandfather, clever, 

born, storm, horn, horse, 

a black horse 
number seven 
Good morning! 

far, farm, garden, 

is green. That car is red. 
This park is big. That park is small. 

small. 
is small. That garden is big. 

 



 

o 
mother, brother, flower,
mouse, monkey, brown,
London  

How many kittens? 
How many ducks? 
How many rabbits? 
How many cups? 
How many hats? 
How many brothers? 
How many flowers? 

 

ow, ou 

 brown, cow, how, 
sound; 

 mouse, house, 
 window, yellow, pillow

a funny clown
a small mouse
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Exercise 24 

mother, brother, flower, grandmother, house,
mouse, monkey, brown, son, front, now. Come in!

many kittens? — Five kittens. 
many ducks? — Ten ducks. 
many rabbits? — Seven rabbits. 
many cups? — Nine cups. 
many hats? — Three hats.

How many brothers? — Three brothers.
How many flowers? — Six flowers.

 

Exercise 25 

brown, cow, how, town, clown, down, 

mouse, house, cloud, shout, count, blouse
window, yellow, pillow, follow, narrow

a funny clown 
a small mouse 

a brown house
a good cow

grandmother, house, 
now. Come in! 

Five kittens.  
Ten ducks.  
Seven rabbits.  

Nine cups.  
Three hats. 

Three brothers. 
Six flowers.  

down, ground, 

, count, blouse; 
, follow, narrow 

a brown house 
a good cow 



 

 

ir 
girl, bird, skirt, shirt, 

a big bird — 
a good girl —
a big shirt —
a long skirt —

 

o 

 nose, rose, ho
bone, go, stone

 a big nose, a red rose; 
not — no 
got — go 
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Exercise 26 

girl, bird, skirt, shirt, first, dirty 
 a little bird — a very little bird

— a bad girl — a very bad girl
— a little shirt — a very little 
— a short skirt — a very short skirt

Exercise 27 

ome, no, go, sofa, close
go, stone; 

a big nose, a red rose;  
dog — hello 
hot — home 

Tom 

 

 

a very little bird 
a very bad girl 

a very little shirt 
a very short skirt 

 

se, note, no, 

Tom — rose 
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Exercise 28 

Uu 

 Ukraine, music, student, pupil, institute; 
 student, music, tube, pupil, cucumber, tulip; 
 cup, music, drum, pupil, bus, student, gun, 

institute; 
 blue, glue, true 
 

Exercise 29 

gh 
right, bright, light, sight, night, high, eight  

 
 

Exercise 30 

wa, wha 
wash, want, water, watch, was, what 

What is this? — This is a ball. 
What is this? — This is a tree. 
What is this? — This is a chick. 

 
Exercise 31 

qu 
quick, quill, squirrel, queen, quiz, quill, quod, quell, 
quickly 
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Exercise 32 

-ace, -ice, -cil 
face, nice, place, rice, pencil, ice 

Nice to meet you. 
a red pencil — a green pencil 
This is my pencil, and that is your pencil. 
My name is Alice. — Nice to meet you. 

 
 

 


